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CHAPTER I 
TIJTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM OF TtiE INVESTIGATION 
CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
THE PROBLEM: The Delinquency Picture 
Many times it has been said that delinquency is not like a . 
disease which attacks the human body--it is not an organism that 
can be isolated nor can it be avoided by any known vaccine. It is 
one of the most delicate of civilization's problems and in the 
matter of the juvenile, misguided, misled ~~d often deprived, errors 
.in treatment may lead to a life of shame, degradation and habitual .. 
criminality. 
Because the juvenile first comes into contact with the behavior 
of adults in his own home and is consequently influences thereby, 
he must at all times be considered, not as an entity, but as a 
member of a family group. 
In our country, the problem is of immense importance, not only 
because of its size but also because of its implications. Here lie 
the earliest manifestations of many of our problems of crime. It 
is from the ranks of the juvenile delinquents that a large per-
centage of our future criminals will be rec~ted. 
The child is a dependent person. This dependency in a gre~ter 
. or lesser degree continues until approximately the twenty-first 
birthday. 
"'iVithin the home and the innnediate family circle we may have 
the greatest potential in the way of crime causation. Sociologists 
criminologists, and psychiatrists agree in placing the burden of ' 
the proof for most of the child's behavior within the family circle.l 
1. William C. Kvaraceus, Juvenile Delinquency and the School. 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, N. Y., World Book co., 1m,p. 71.-
'2 
Description of the Town of Stratford, Connecticut • 
.;....._---=----- -
stratford is primarily a residential town serving the indus-
trial city of Bridgeport located in the southwestern part of 
connecticut, approximately suty miles from New York City. It has 
an area of 19.5 square miles with an estimated population of 28,000 
persons. The predominating foreign-born groups are: Slavic, Polish, 
Italian, English and Irish. 
Recreational facilities include: 13 miles of Housatonic River, 
and Long Island Sound frontage for bathing and boating, one 
community center, seven neighborhood playgrounds and a 250 acre 
natural wooded park. Commercial recreation is generally found in 
the city of Bridgeport but Stratford has two theaters, three 
bowling alleys, one golf. course, one roller skating rink. 
Five thousand six hundred and thirty•six children attended 
Startford public schools in 1948-49 school year, 4,167 being 
enrolled in the 13 elementary schools (grades 1 - 8 inclusive) and 
the remaining 1,469 being serviced in the one high school. 
Stratford has been governed by a Town Manager and To•v.n 
Council for 28 years. Great stress is laid upon zoning and plan-
ning. Community interest in the town government is rather high. 
:Most residents of Stratford belong to the white collar, 
skilled and semi-skilled working groups. They live in one and 
two family houses which are usually occupant-mmed. The indus-
tries of the town can be classified as light manufacturing in 
nature with small metal-working shops predominating. 
3 
Immediately prior to and during World Warr II Stratford was 
the home of the Chance-Vought A:ircraft Factory, employers of over 
9,000 people. By 1948 this plant had transferred its operations 
to Dallas, Texas. This removal was the largest single factor in 
placing the metropolitan Bridgeport area including Stratford on 
the Presidential list of "economiccllly strickenn areas. Both 
Federal attempts to channel employment to this area and community 
efforts along these lines had proven unsuccessful at the time of 
this survey and vrelfa.re lists had ta"ken a sharp turn upvra.rd. The 
population of Stratford had decreased from a wartime high of 
32,000, but was still well above the 22,000 figure of 1940. 
PURPOSE OF STUDY 
1. The purpose of this study is to determine if there are 
any relationships between the frequency and types of family 
recreation and the incidence of juvenile delinquency in the town 
of Stratford, Connecticut. 
2. To determine the recreational practices currently in use 
by family groups. 
The future happiness and success of the individual, the fanily 
and the community depend on the elemination of juvenile delinquency. 
If t here is any indication that family recreation can serve to 
relieve delinquency then educational and religious leaders, social 
workers and police will have a wider avenue for a'1 cpproach to t.."le 
.problem. 
SCOPE OF THE S'IUDY 
This study involves a comparison of the family recreational 
practices as reported by the families of 35 juvenile delinquents 
and those of 35 randomly selected families with non-delinquent 
children. All families studied reside in Stratford, Connecticut. 
A questionnaire prepared by Dr. James A. Wylie, Associate 
Professor of Education at Boston University makes possible a 
comprehensive recording of individual family recreational activity. 
The specific misdemeanors included in this study are as 
follows: unlawful entry, theft, damage to property, bell1g ungovern-
able, acts of carelessness or mischief, and truancy. 
There is in t he United States an unwritten law which operates 
to keep children out of the hands of correctional organizations. 
Even when children engage for long periods in serious types of 
misconduct, parents, poli ce and even complainants usually prefer 
to see t hat disciplinary action is unoff icial and unrecorded. 
However statistical anal~sis of the delinquent children in Stratford 
is believed to have a broader base than is true of most delin-
quency studies. Facts about children on the "fringes" of delin-
quency as irell as about those whose conduct may be said to 
represent the "core" of the delinquency problem are considered. 
-
Source material on delinquents came not only from police records 
and probation reports but also from recreational groups, schools 
for problem children and private investigation. 
DEFINITIONS 
In the organization of this study of recreation and juvenile 
delinquency, it was apparent that certain terms would have to be 
defined. The most important items Which required definition were 
the terms juvenile, delinquency and recreation. 
The juveniles included in this study were all children 
between the ages of one and twenty. 
The delinquents found in this study were children between the 
ages of nine and seventeen. 
The definition of delinquency was a far more difficult problem. 
The 1lhite House conference recommendations define as a delinquency 
11 any such juvenile conduct that might be dealt with under law.u1 
As this definition indicates, there may be many who are 
potential delinquents but .. a~ yet the police have not come in 
contact with them. Therefore, a threefold classification is made; 
first, official delinquents, those for whom had police or juvenile 
court records; second, unofficial delinquents, including truants 
and children judged to be "del':inquent by persons cooperating l'fith 
this study; and third, non~delinquents. 
Many different definitions of recreation may be found in the 
literature, but, in the main,:t)lere is a tendency to use this term 
synonymously ·with leisure-~,;!.w~~~ P.~:tivity. Recreation is also 
intended to include all voluntary leisure time participation in 
activities or skills. 
I. The White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, 
Section IV C-A, The Deltnquent Child, N. Y.: 1932, P• 23 
{~ 
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An activity is defined as a skill or interest in •mich one 
can participate either acti vely or as a spectator. 
Leisure is that time vh ich is available for pursuits freely 
decided upon without ulterior motives. 
Family Use occurs when two or more members of t he family, 
at least one of whom must be a parent or adult, participate 
together in the activity. 
Home Use occurs when the participation in t he activity takes 
place at the residence of t he fanily gr-oup. Home is intended 
to include all the areas immediately adjacent to the house and 
also any special seasonal residence. 
~ ~ is play in t he form of a contest, usually according 
to set rules. 
Play is defined as being a general term for physical or 
mental exercise for a~ement. 
S8 
CHAPTER TI 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATtlRE RELATmG TO THE PROBLEM 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE RElATING TO THE PROBLEM 
• 
One of the fundamental problems faced in the study of 
supressing delinquency is that we often begin with the finished 
delinquent. Sanford Bates1 observes 
••• "that we would prevent delinquency by superior police 
methods, various techniques of punislunent, and la.v;s 
y.fuich will result in -the ·locking up of the more confirmed 
delinquents and deterring others through fear. The re-
sults of this sort of procedure in any case are only 
temporary because suppression methods and the driving pri-
vate initiative or public opinion behind them are bound 
to eventually grow lax. The potential delinquent, there-
fore, is ever ready to become active because there is 
an inexhaustible supply of young people with criminal 
attitudes, the produce of many demoralizing influences in 
modern life." 
~ ~. . ·~ 
Many persons interested in delinquency either from one point 
of view or another have failed to grasp a. fundamental principle; 
namely, t he necessity for: ~ definitely organized and th~rough­
going preventive program in the local community from which the 
bulk of delinquents are produced. Sullenger2 has stated the 
situation clearly: 
· "The fact that juvenile delinquency is a product 
o;f the community must be faced ~arely. The boy who has 
to use the streets for play is no more unsocial than the 
colDllii.Uli ty which declines to furnish him with wholesome 
means of self expression. No community that ignores its 
duties to its children should blame youth for its short-
comings that might have been easily prevented. Juvenile 
delinquency in its cause, treatment and results becomes 
one of the connnunityt s greatest moral, social and educa-
tional problems. A bett er understanding of the child's 
I. Sanford Bates, "The Soc:j.a.i ·viewpoint on Crime Control", Yearbook 
National Probation Asso9iation. N. Y., 1938, PP• 1-26. 
2. T. Earl Sullenger, Social Determinants in Juvenile Delinquency. 
P. 317. N. Y.: John Wiiey and Sons, InC: !936. 
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problem by the whole community is essential. Private 
and public agencies which are at work removing the causes 
of delinquency and substituting in their places construc-
tive force~, should be encouraged and supported financially 
by the comnnmi ty. Juvenile delinquency is adult insuffi-
ciency. For every delinquent boy or girl there are two 
or more adults Who have failed to assume their social 
responsibility . n 
More research has been devoted to the family as a factor in 
delinquency than to any other single influence. 
"This is appropriate because of the vi tal significance of 
the family as •the cradle of the personality'. During the 
early years in and through the family are established the 
basic reaction patterns of thinking and feeling, the norms and 
values that assert a durable, persisting influence upon the 
individual's subsequent life history.nl 
If we adopt the point of view 
••• "that all of a baby's earliest experiences, his satis-
factions and frustrations in feeding, elimination, and 
early motor experience, whether he is loved or rejected, 
whether he is handled casually or tensely, may be reflected 
in the structure of his social and emotional behavior as a 
growing child and later as an adult" ••• 2 
•• •"data collected and carefully interpreted and analyzed, 
may be revealing as to important factors which predispose 
a child in the direction of the delinquent pattern."3 
The only possible way to know the immediate ru1d essential 
causes of delinquency is to study intensively ~~e nature and 
conditions of offenders individually. There is a great variation 
from individual to individual, not only in the cause but also in 
the combination of causes from case to case. 
I. Pau! W. Tappan, Juvenile Delinquency. P. 133. N. Y.: McGraw-
Hill Book Co., Inc., 1949. 
2 • Lois :Be .Murphy, "Social and Emotional Development", Review of 
Educational Research, Vol. XI, No. 5, December, 1941, P• 487: 
3. William c. Kvaraceus, op. ~· p. 70. 
Some conditions probably directly causative of delinquency. 
The Healy-Dronnerl study was conducted in Chicago and Boston vrl.th 
' 
a comparison of the two. 
1. Mental Conflict 
2. Adolescent Instability and Impulses 
3. Extreme Social Suggestibility 
4. Extremely Early Improper Sex Experiences 
5. Bad Companions 
6. Motion Pictures 
7. Love of Adventure 
Other Iro bably Direct Causations 
1. School Dissatisfaction 
2. Vocational Tiissatisfaction 
3. Sudden Impulse 
4. Recurrent or Obsessive Ideation 
5. Recurrent or Obsessive Imagery 
6. Street Life in Excess 
7. Poor Types of Recreation 
8. Formation of Habit of Delinquency 
9. Premature Puberty 
10. Physical Conditions· 
In Kvaraceus ,2 study of jevenile delinquency in Passaic, New 
Jersey, the influence of t he.· home and t he family on the life of 
the child has no one ,factor that can be considered to be more 
than a contributing cause of delinquency. 
The "broken home" is encountered more often among the 
families of delmquent children than among families of non-delinquent 
children. 
The number of cases in which "family child" con_f1.ict is 
evident suggests that juven:Lle ·agencies should seek early in 
their contacts with the child to make a thorough analysis of 
I. WilTiam Healy and Augusta F. 13ronner, New Light on Delinquency 
~ Its Treatment. Pp. 63-64, Yale Un'Fiersity rnss, 1936. 
2. Will iam c. Kvaraceus, 3£• cit. 
I I 
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parent-child relationships. The "family child" conflict category 
includes: n~glect, dislike, inconsistent parental attitudes, 
severe punishment, naggL'Ilg, overprotective, overdominant, over-
critical and sex abuse. 
In factorizing case studies of delinquent children, the 
influence of conpanions appears to be an obvious and frequent 
cause of delinquency.l 
.A study by Healy and Bronner2 brought out that delinquents 
were much more gregarious than their non-delinquent siblings • 
Sullenger3 observes: 
"If we are able to cope with the problem of delinquency 
or any form of behavior not in harmony with the standards 
of society, we must understand the child and the total 
situation that makes him What he is. 11 
The home and its environment are considered important influences 
in the lives of delinquents and any forces that have tended to 
operate in a detrimental way on these factors have also had an 
influence on the lives of the individuals involved. The broken 
home with its many complications has been considered an important 
factor by many authors. 
Wallenstein4 based his study on the basis of two distinct 
categories of broken homes "(a) homes broken by the death of 
1. Cyril Burt. The Young Delinquent. P. 12.5, University of London 
Press. 1936.-
2. William Healy and Augusta F. Bronner, ~· ~., p. 226. 
T. Earl Sullenger, ££• ~., p. 31.5. 
Nehemiah Wallenstein, Character and Personality of Children \ 
from Broken Homes. P. r;. N •. Y. Teachers College;-columbia University I'9:'3'7. . . 
i2 
either one or both of the parents, and (b) homes broken through 
divorce, separation or desertation. 11 
Colcordl differentiates between the home broken by death and 
the home broken as a result of parental discord. Loss of security 
and loss of pride in the family and 
•••"not alone the gross phenomena of fa~ly 'breakage' 
are the factors influencing the children in the broken 
home. The less open manifestation of family discord and 
instability have their place in the causat ion of behavior 
problems in children. A home from which a well-loved 
parent has been removed by death is not the same thing 
at all as one violently disrupted by the end results of 
parental disagreement." 
Caldwell2 concluded fr~m his study of the economic status of 
the families of 492 delinquent boys in Wisconsin that economic 
factors exert an importaTlt influence in the causation of juvenile 
delinquency. Furthermore, Shaw and McKay3 observed a marked 
similarity in the variation of rates of family dependency and the 
rates of juvenile delinquents, since for each decrease in rates 
of dependency there was a corresponding decrease in rates of 
delinquency. They also make the statement that 11 low rents are 
characterized by low economic status and these rents are in old 
dilapidated buildings in deteriorated buildings." 
I. J. co!cord, '~iscussion of 'Are Broken Homes A Causative Factor 
in Juvenile Delinquency?'", Social Forces, X (May, 1932) pp • .52.5-5.5J. 
2. Morris G. Caldwell, 11The Economic Status of Families of Delinquent 
Boys in Wisconsin," .American Journal of Sociology XXXVII (Septem-
ber, 1931), pp. 231-~39. --
3. Clifford R. Shaw and Henry D. McKay. "Social Factors in 
Juvenile Delinquency; A Study of the Community, the Fanily, 
and . the Gang in Relation to Delinquent Behavior," National 
Commission of Law Observance and Enforcement, Washington, 
D. c., 1931;-p:-74. 
I 3 
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In a study by S. and E. Glueck, 1 harniful use of leisure time 
was reported for 93.4 per cent of the cases. Seventy-fi ve and t vro 
tenths per cent of the boys had never belonged to a supervised 
club of any kind. 
In a study of 500 older delinquents made by the Gluecks under 
the title, "Five Hundred Criminal Careers," it was found that of 
500 men who had been committed to the Massachusetts Reformatory, 
only 15.8 per cent of this number had belonged to any social club 
or organization for constructive use of leisure time. 
Grant2 says that: 
"One of the most potent a.rgwnents for promoting 
recreation programs is that such programs are probably the 
best deterrents for juvenile delinquency known. Taking a 
cautious look at this latter emphasis, thoughtful recreation 
leaders point out that recreation is not a cureall nor is 
it the sole antidote for our social problema. Some feel 
that the prevention of delinquency has been used too much 
in presenting the programs of recreation and similar agencies 
to the public. Recreation is recognized as only one factor 
that may affect delinquency. Because housing, education, 
mental and physical health, economic status and other factors 
have a definite bearing, ,the general public may ultimately 
realize that the extravagant claims have been made which 
cannot be substaniated. It is hard to isolate recreation and 
its effects in any study of delinquent rates. There are too 
many other contributing factors." 
Healy3, in a study, found more d~linquents had poor scholarship 
than the control group and it was very significant t hat no less 
than 53 per cent of these young people expressed a dislike for 
school. 
I. Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor T. Glueck. Five Hundred Criminal 
Careers. Alfred A. Knopf, 1930 XXVII 13'55 PP• 
2. Glen o • . Grant, "Recreation as Crime Prevention" Yearbook 
National Probation Assp.ci_ation. 1938, p. 265. _ 
3. William Healy and Augusta F. Bronner, .2• cit., pp. 48-62. 
The literature in the field of juvenile delinquency make it 
very obvious that when we study the history of a delinquent or 
criminal person we are likely to discover that the pattern of his 
conduct is closely related to some abnormality in his physical, 
mental or emotional make-up; to the envi ronmental forces he has 
encountered, or to a combination of all of these. 
Doubtlessly, we could go a long way toward the prevention of 
delinquency if we would only make use of such knowledge and under-
standing of causal factors as we now have. ·Effective prevention 
implies a program based upon the total sum of human knowledge con-
cerning the nature and nurture of man and his social and economic 
relationships. The program must be as broad as life itself. Pre-
vention is not to be accomplished by any special group of indivi-
duals. It is a taks in which all must participate. 
Organized recreation is a necessity in modern civilization. 
Recreation is justification in itself, and needs no special 
pleading on the grobnds that it will prevent delinquency. If, 
however, there is a distinct relationship between recreation and 
the prevention of juvenile delinquency, it is important to know it. 
And, if there are kinds of recreation more effective for character 
building than others, it is even more important to know that. 
When we realize that youth represents twenty-five per cent 
of the connnunity p_opulationl and when ·we further appreciate the 
fact that this particular portion of the population spells the 
I. Chicago R~creation Commi~sion, Recrea1ion ~ Delinquency, 
P• VI. Ch~cago, Clark-Mc~lroy Publishing Co. 1942. 
./ .... 
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citizenship of tomorrow, it is obviously of the utmost import,ance 
that vre devote a great deal of attention to the manner in which 
that youth spends its leisure time--from the viewpoint of health 
and the formation of positive habits. These citizens will in the 
next decade occupy critical positions in our community life, at all 
levels--in public office, in education, in industry, in professional 
life, and above all, as parents. 
A study of the recreational activities of 15,000 boys and 
8,000 girls ten to seventeen years of age was carried on in five 
Chicago neighborhoods by the Chicago Recreation Commission. The 
chief findings of the stU:dy were ::1 
n1. More provision is now made for the supervised recrea-
tion of boys than of girls. 
2. Boys over fourteen do not attend recreational agencies 
in as large numbers as do those under fourteen. 
3. Delinquents do not take part in supervised recreation 
in as large proportions as non-delinquents, ~~d when 
they do they prefer competitive sports and non-
supervised activities like the games room. 
4. Delinquents attend the movies more often than non-
delinquents, but all boys and girls spend twice as much 
time at the movies as in supervised recreation. 
5. In the four neighborhoods ~th higher delinquency rates 
all children were particularly fond of radio crime and 
mystery stories, while in the nightl)orhood with the low-
est delinquency rate both boys and girls preferred 
comedians and variety hours. 
6. Participation in supervised recreation reduces juvenile 
delinquency. Delinquents who did not take part in 
supervised recreati9n during the year became repeaters 
30 per cent more often than those who did t~{e part. 
The proportion of non-delinquents who did not partici-
pate in recreation but who became delinquent during the 
!;·fijid., P• IX, X. 
year was three times as hi gh as the similar rate for 
non-delinquents in t he recreational program." 
The importance of leisure-time activities of out of school 
youth has been brought to focus by thereono~~c and industrial 
changes such as t he shortening of the working day and the working 
week. The therapeutic and educational values in recreation are 
hi gh, but all surveys1, agree that public provisions of facilities 
and leadership have not kept pace with the need and t hat there is 
a dearth of these essentials both in urban and rural conuu.unities. 
One finding of the survey of Maryland Youth by the American 
Youth Commission2 was that the emptiness of leisure hours for out-
of-school youth is inversely proportional to their grade attainment 
before leaving school. Thus, "reading" was reported as t he princi-
pal leisure time pursuit of 32 per cent of those who had completed 
high school, but only 18 per cent of those who had only completed 
the elementary grades; and "loafing" ranked first for the 16 per 
cent of t he latter, but for only 10 per cent of the former. 
A similar tendency appeared with regard to mumbership in clubs 
by out of school youth. Fewer than 10 per cent of those who had 
complet ed only t he seventh grade reported membership in any club 
at all, while more than 30 per cent of those who had completed the 
twelfth grade reported membership in one or more clubs. 
l. Enclyopedia of Educational Research. Walter Monroe, Editor, 
Macmillan Company, N. Y., 1%1, p. 1341. 
2. H. M. Bell, Youth~ Their Story. Report of the survey of 
Youth in Maryland by the American Youth Commission. American 
Council of Education. 1938. 
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The opinion of the American Association of School Administra-
tors is 
•••"that the home used to be the center of the social life of 
the family. To some extent the home shared this social life 
with the church, the schoolhouse, and in large communities, 
with the theater. But the significant thing was that it 
was usually a family social life in which the young and old 
mingled. Corn husking, house rasising, quilting bees, spell-
downs, Fourth of July picnics, declamation contests, and 
dances were usually participated in by parents, grandparents 
and children of all ages. This kept the family together. 
"Nowadays we go outside the home for our amusements, and 
\ve have divided our recreational groups more sharply accord-
ing to age and interests. Young people think they cannot be 
bothered by older people at their parties and older people 
seem to feel the same way. Perhaps this division of social 
interest is a good thing for the individual, but it is not 
good for the family. Individuals who cannot find interest 
in the company of people of different ages are losing a vital 
touch with life. 
"Our more sensible modern attitude toward children's 
sleep has done a great deal to separate the children's amuse-
ments from those of t heir Parents, Who recreation must come in 
the evening because of working hours during the day. But the 
parents of older children . sl).ould be able to share Friday and 
Saturday evening social hours." 
The American Association of School Administratorsl state that 
parents who have an active social life outside the home cannot 
build the best families. If. th~ father and mother go out three 
or four nights a week for dinner and bridge or to the movies, family 
life is likely to suffer. At the same time, it is important that 
they should not give up all their interests to the family and the 
home. 
A portion of the report of ,the Attorney General's Conference 
1. Ibid. 
r 
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on the Prevention and Control of Juvenile Delinquencyl contains the 
following statement regarding family recreation: 
"A number of communities have been emphasizing the import-
ance of family recreation in recent years. The programs have 
sponsored such different projects as family recreation centers, 
playgrounds, parks for picnicking and athletic fields, family 
planning councils and the preparation of materials giving 
information about toys, games, books and other equipment for . 
home recreation. Marshall County, Alabama, reports 39 com-
munities (1,935 families) promoting programs of family recrea-
tion. Game libraries were star~ed by 672 families in this 
county in 1945. The Agricultural Extension Services in Texas, 
Illinois, New York and several other states are also doing 
much along this line in rural co~~ities. A group of agencies 
in San Diego, California, prepared an attractive handbook for 
families last year suggesting some of the many interesting 
things families can do together in and about San Diego. 
"The Family Life Education Program in Obion County, 
Tennessee, has held family recreation parties in the consoli-
dated schools on Friday nights for several years. These are 
organized for family members of all ages, by joint committees 
of parents, students and teachers. One of these parties has 
been known to ' attract as many as 700 people in a single night.n 
The National Recreation Association2 made, in 1933 during the 
period from May 15 to August 31, a questionnaire study of the 
"Lej_sure Time Activities of 5,000 Individuals". 
The outstanding facts which the study reveals may be briefly 
summarized as follows: 
1. The home is the center for a large and increasing per-
centage of leisure time activity for large numbers of 
people. 
2. Age, sex and marital status are factors which have 
considerable and varying influences upon peoples' 
leisure activities and desires. 
1. ticerpt of the Report of the Attorney General's Conference 
on Prevention and Control of Juvenile Delinquency. P. 150. 
2. National Recreation Association. The Leisure Hours of 5 000 
People. New York: National Recreation Association, !93~3~:---
The Chicago Recreation Comrnission1 in its study of recreation 
and juvenile delinquency in 1938 and 1939 discloses the following 
conclusions. 
1. Delinquents in the areas studied attend motion pictures 
on the average more frequently than do non-delinquents. 
2. Delinquents who attend recreational agencies are less 
likely to commit delinquent acts than those who do not 
attend them. 
3. While in all of the areas studied most of the boys 
under fourteen participated in supervised recreation, 
a smaller proportion of the boys of these areas over 
fourteen took part in such activities. 
4. In areas with higher t han average delinquency rates, 
the game room appeared as the most popular activity 
for boys during the last two seasons of the year, autumn 
and winter, and often in the spring. 
5. An analysis of the sample studies of movie attend-
ance on a comparison of t hese f i gures with the time 
spent in supervised recreation would indicate that 
approximately twice as much time was spent by boys in 
the movies as in supervised recreational activities. 
6. In all of t he areas, recreation agencies were success-
ful in contacting the boy-population. 
1. Recreation ~ Tielinquency. The Chicago Recreation Commission. 
Clark McElroy Publish1ng Co., Chicago, 1942. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES USED IN THE INVESTIGATION 
~ Questionnaire 
To obtain the ansvvers to the questions pertinent to this study, 
the questionnaire and personal interview method was used. A care-
ful study was made of the form and content of a number of question-
naires that had been used in other recreational studies in the 
past. The instrument used by 1Jr. James A. Wyliel in his study 
appeared to be ideally suited for the purpose of this study. 
Description of ~ Questionnaire ~ ~ ~ Stu~ 
The questionnaire form called for three general types of 
information, namely: personal family data, data on family partici-
pation in recreational activities and a record of the family's 
attitude toward their recreation program. 
The questions regarding personal data covered the following 
information: 
Family membership by age 
Family income 
Physical handicaps of family members 
Education 
Occupation 
Status of family living 
The questions regarding fami ly recreational practices were 
classified under the follovdng specific headings, listed according 
to frequency of family use i.e., daily, weekly, monthly, or 
I. Janes A. Wylie, A Survey of 504 Families to Determine the 
Relationships Bet'ween Cer1~a1i1Yactors ancf"the Nature or-
the Famlly Recreatlon Program. 1949, unputt!rsned Doc~ate 
Dissertation, Boston Unlverslty. 
"'-~2 r-. ·..:.;.."1 
occasionally and whether or not there was participation in the 
home: 
Sports activities 
Nature and Outing activities 
Spectator sports 
Spectator activities: drama, music, etc. 
Social activities 
Music, Mental, Drama participation 
Arts .. and Crafts 
Organizational interests 
Collecting 
The information sought under attitudes of the family consisted 
of: Is the family restricted in its recreation program by specific 
factors? 
A copy of the questionnaire in its final form may be fonnd in 
the Appendix of this investigation. 
Koosl in discussing the criteria for the appraisal of question-
naires mentions the willingness and the ability of tne persons 
approached to ma~e reliable answers. He stresses the need for 
careful validation of the questionnaire. 
Validity and Reliability ~ ~ Questionnaire 
"The validity of the instrument was determined by a 'validity 
check' of the practices of fif.ty families. The validity coefficiemt 
secured was .883 with a probable error of plus or minus .063." 
"The Reliability of the instrument was determined by a form of 
test and retest technique. The reliability coefficient arrived 
at was .• 86 with a probable error of plus or minus .09•"2 
1. Leonard V. Koos, ~ Questionnaire in Education, ! Critique and 
Manual. N. Y.: Macmillan Company, -'!928, p. 99. 
2. James A. Wylie, op. cit. 
Distribution of ~ Questionnaire 
Thirty questionnaires were completed by personal intervie1~ 
with thirty families of "juvenile delinquents" referred to the 
interviewer by persons cooperating with this study. The remaining 
five cases in the delinquent group were interviewed personally by 
William Resko, Probation Officer of the Juvenile Court for the 
State of Connecticut. The term "delinquent" was not mentioned on 
the questionnaire nor at any time during the interviews. 
For the non-delinquent group, forty-five questionnaires were 
distributed personally by friends cooperating with the study. 
The families were randomly selected from residents in all sections 
of the town of Stratford, Connecticut. All questionnaires were 
issued with a stamped return addressed envelope. Thirty-six were 
returned, sho1dng a return percentage of 80 per cent of question-
naires , distributed. This indicates that there was a marked 
willingness to parti cipate in the study. This group included only 
families who would have offsprings whose age range would be from 
one to twenty years. 
Attitude of those~~ Survey 
The families contacted in this stuqy were most cooperative. 
Of the questionnaires distributed to the non-delinquent group 80 
per cent were completed and returned. 
In conducting the personal interview with the delinquent 
group the interviewer 1vas admitted into nearly one hundred per cent 
of the homes, although some persuasion was necessary in a few cases. 
Marked interest was shown when the term "recreation" was 
introduced during the conversation. This would indicate that the 
parents were very much concerned with the recreational facilities 
available for their children. 
The Determination of the Differences Between the Families ~ ~ 
TWO Groups Studied:- ---
Whenever it was possible, critical ratios were secured in 
order that they might serve as a basis for the determination of 
generalization and conclusion. 
In a discussion of determining and interpreting differences, 
Lindquist'- states 
"We are very often uniquely interested in testing the 
hypothesis that the two populations sampled are alll(e in 
the trait measured or that the true difference is zero. 
This hypothesis (that the true difference is zero) is known 
as the •null hypothesis•. 
'~en the null hypothesis may be rejected at a high 
level of confidence, we say that the difference is •statis-
tically significant' ••• When we say that a difference is 
significant we mean _that it is too large to be reasonably 
attributed to chance (sampling error) and that we are highly 
confident (or 'practically certain') that the two populations 
differ in the trait measured. 
"The percentage ofthe difference depends upon its 
'significant ratio' which is the ratio between an obtained 
difference and its estimated standard error. The 'critical 
value' which the significant ratio must exceed in order 
that the difference be termed 'significant• depends upon 
the level of significance to be employed.": 
The Level £! Significance 
The level of significance utilized in this study is the "five 
per cent level" or 1.96 times the standard error in a normal 
I. E. F. Lindquist, A First Course in Statistics. Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin TI'ompany, 1942, P: 13<5. 
2 r.::: ,.__ .. 
distribution. Concerning this Mills1 states 
"Some statistical workers employ odds of one out of 
twenty as a limit, rather than one out of a hundred. With 
this sta.'r'ldard we would accept as significant (i.e., not 
due to chance) a difference between hypothetical and 
observed values that would occur only five times out of one 
hundred, or less frequently, as a result of random fluctuations 
of sampling. The value of T corresponding to this standard 
is 1.96. The standards of significance actually employed 
by a research worker may well vary from problem to problem. 
The investigator uses the results of these tests of signi-
ficance as aids in the interpretation of his results and in 
the development of a body of theory that is not inconsistent 
vdth the evidence provided by experience. In the interplay 
of deduction and induction that marks such a process, no 
single absolute standard for the rejection or acceptance 
of hypotheses would be appropriate." 
Formulae Used in the Treatment of the Data 
The Standard Error of a Per Cent 
Whenever possible the standard error of a per cent ( P) has 
been obtained t hrough the use of Edgerton's Tables2. Where this 
was not advisable because of the number of cases, the formula 
listed below was used. 
A. Standard Error of the Per Cent3 
QP "" too V . P 9_ 
IV 
P • Standard error of the Per 
Cent 
P = Per Cent 
Q • 1-P 
N • Number of cases 
I. Fi'eaerick C. Mills, Statistical Methods. New York: Henry Holt 
and Company, 1940, p. 4'71. 
2. H. A. Edgerton, D. G. Patterson, "Table of Standard Errors and 
Probable Errors of Percentages," Journal of Applied Psychology, 
VI 10, September, 1926. . 
3. H. E. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education. New 
York: Longmans, Green ana Company, 1947, -p; 218 • 
... : ·~ 
B. standard Error of t he Difference of a Per dent1 
() /)IFF :::: 
C. The Critical Ratio2 
/o ; - % 1?. 
S . £ . D1PF. 
1. George U. Yule, An Introduction to the Theory of Stati stics. 
London: C. GriffiTh and Company, !:to.., 1931. 
2. H. E. Garrett, ~· ~., p. 197. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE C(l.iPARISON OF THE ACTIVITIES IN THE F A.:'ITLIES RECREATION PROGRAM 
TABLE I 
The rank of the activity classifications according to frequency of participation 
together vvith the per cent of families using at least one activity in the classi-
fication. 
Non Delinquent Group Delinquent Group 
:No. of % of S. E. No. of % of S. E. S. E. Diff 
Fam. Fam. of the Fam. Fam. of the of in 
Partg. Partg. o! " Partg. Part g. ct Diff. % ,o t 'D 
Nature/Outing -Activi ties 34 97 .041 - 23 66 .098 elOO ,£31 
Spectator Activities 33 94 .041 ____ - -. 19 55 .114 .117 - f.39 
Social Activities 33 94 .041 24 69 .089 .095 ,£25 
Music, Mental 
Drama Participation 32 92 .048 4 11 .1.58 .164 ,£81 ~------ ----------- -- - - - - ------........ ~ ~~----
Spectator Sports 26 74 .gaq __ ~ -m 9 25 .14.5 .167 /-49 
Sports Participation 26 74 .086 1~ 34 .138 .161 t4o 
Arts and Crafts 13 37 .018 1 3 .164 .164 t34 
Organizational Interests 12 34 .019 3 9 .164 .21.5 ,£23 
Collecting of Items 5 14 .02.5 1 3 .164 .164 ,ln 
c. R· 
3.1 
3.3 
2.63 
4.94 
2.93 
2.48 
2.07 
1.07 
.67 
?---. 
:l\ , , ---\: 
It vi 
(' _ f"' 
·*"' 
Table I indicates that except for Organizational Interests and 
Collecting of Items there is a significant difference at the 5% 
level between the two groups studied. The critical ratios range 
from 4.94 in t he Music, Mental, Drama Participation to 2.07 for 
the Arts and Crafts group. 
These findings tend to show t hat there are significant 
differences in t he percentages of delinquent and non-deli~quents 
and family recreational activities. 
Family Parti cipation results when two or more members of the 
family, one pf whom must be a parent or adult, participate together 
in t he activity at the same time. 
TABLE II 
The activities most frequently mentioned as being in use by two or more of the families studied. 
Non Delinquent Group Delinquent Group 
No. of % of s. E. No. of % of S. E. S. E. Diff. c. R. 
Fam. Fam. of the Fam. Fam. of the of . in 
Partg. Partg. %. Partg. Partg. % Diff. % 
Movmg P~c~ures 31 tl~.6 .05§ 1Q 2ti.6 ·l45 .!55f 60- ---~ 
Auto Rid:mg 3~ 85 .~53 I5 J:i2.~ .!2"8 .!38 0.1 . 3.12 
P1cknicldng 25 71.5 · .o9~ "5 14.3 .158 .182 57.2 3•14 
Reacting 23 55.8 .~98 3 9.5 .154 .196 55.3 2.97 
swimming 21 6b .168 8 22.8 .148 .185 37.2 . 2.62 
carer Games 2o 57.4 ~m 17 li8".o .117 .151 8.8 o·· ....... $ .... 46-
Radio Dramas 20 57.4 .111 5 14.3 .158 .193 43.1 2.24 
Watching '5aseba11 26 57.4 .111 1 26 .152 .187 37.4 1.99 
Beach Parties~- 15 51.7 .117 II -~-Jr.5-- ---;IJff- --;l:BT----zo. 2 I.II 
watching footbill 16 46 .122 8 -z-z;cr--~~w------;r6u---n-;z 1.41 
PUzzles 15 42.9 . .128 4 11.4 .158 .. • 203 31.5 1.55 . 
Radio eoncerts 13 37.4 .134 1 2.8 .154 .212 34.5 1.63 
BOwling-------- - ~---~-z-~-35~- .138 --z-----~;r-~1:64-- ·--;n-s -w-;1:> 1.38 
EXcursions II 31.5 .138 3 9.5 .164 .215 22.0 1.02 
liusicil Comedies 10 28.5 .143 1 2.8 .154 .217 15.8 6.727 
Pencil and Paper Games lo 28.6 .143 5 1Ii.3 .158 .213 14.3 6.572 
Cfieckers 9 25.7 •145 . . 8 22.8 .148 .268 . 2.9 ~.139 . 
... . -· 
rnrormar-smgihg 9 25.7 .-.l4s- - 1 2.a .164 .219 22.9 t.oli .· 
Watching so£that1 9 25.7 .145 · 7 2o .152 .21~ 5.7 o.271 
Barbecues 8 22.8 .148 2 5.7 .164 .• 222 17.1 o.77o 
--- --- ------ --- --·--
Church clubs ________ 8 ~--2_2_._8_ .l4ti 3 9.5 .154 .222 13.3 ~.598 
Drama, stage 8 22.8 .148 - - - - - -
Gard:ening 8 22.8 .148 4 n.4 .158 .217 11.4 6.524 
Photography: 8 22.8 .148 - - - - - - . 
Socia! dancing 8 22.8 .148 1 2.8 .164 .222 2o.o 0.902 
Watching basketball A 115 P 1 I. u I. 1 1 '- 1 eo R1 " 11 '- x F"~ 
\) 
CJ 
~~ 
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TABLE II (continued) 
Non Delinquent Group Delinquent Group 
No.- of % of S .- E.- No. of % of s. E.- S. E. Diff.- C. R. 
Faro. Fam. of the Fa.m.- Eam.- of the of .in 
Part g. Partg. % Partg. Partg.- "' ;o Diff.- . % 
Horseshoes 7 .. 20 ~152 ·· 4 ·- n.l~ .-158 .·219 .J.s.·6 .-392 
camping 6 17.1 .-155 I 2.8 .-164 -;z2o- 14.3 .634 
Christmas caroling 6 17.1 .155 2 5.-7 •164 · · · .-226 11.8 . .-529 
CooKery 6 17 .. 1 .-155 - - - - - -
}tight clubs 6 17.1 .155 - - - ~ - -
-:P. T. A. 6 17.1 .155 3 9.-5 .164 .226 7.6 .336 
Television 6 17.-1 .-155 2 5.7 .164 .-226 11.8 .529 
Basket suppers 5 14.3 .158 
Knitting 5 1h.3 .158 
Mental games 5 Ih.) .-158 1 2.8 .1~ .-228 ·n-;5~ -------;su4 
Softball · 5 14.-3 .158 7 a> .152 .226 - 5.'7 -.259 
Symphony concerts 5 14.-3 .-158 I 2.8 .164 .228 11.5 ...• 504 
Tennis 5 14.3 .158 - - - - -Hikirig _____ -------- - - "ll --~TI:.-4 .-158 
Opera - - -----ri --------rr.rr:- .-158 
Square Dancing . - ·- - --- -- -- 4- -----u~~•l58 · -- - - - - - -
Watching ice hocKey . 4 11.4. -~1:5& · ,. - - - - - -
VlatchiilJ~ v~inter_ SJ?~Is - ~ -----A- ___ _1(_._4 ___ ._+$~ · - - - ~ - - ~ 
Watching wrel;ltl~g -- - - - - - 4- -- -J..T;4 -:-~ ·- "" . __ _ 
BaseoaJ..T- ---- -~- u.3-- 9~-.? .-164 . 1 . 2.8 .164 .233 . 6. 7 -;)U4 . 
Bicycle riding 3 9.5 .164 
BookCIU.bs _______ --- - -~-- 9.5 .104 
Corn roasts J----~-9.5 .-lOli. 
Golf - ----- 3 9.5 .16!f 
Entertainment~- - - --- --")-- 9.-5 .164 - - ---- - - ---
Ice Skating 3 9.5 - .164 - - - - - --
Mag:Lc 3 9.5 .-164 - - - - - --
Mechanics -- - ---")- - - - Y .~ • I64 
c~ 
0-j 
ll 
T.ABLE II (continued) 
~Delinquent -Group 
No. of % of s. E. 
Fam. · Fam. of the 
Partg. Partg. - % 
Movie making ~- r-5- .164 
Parchessi 3 9.5 .104 
Delinquent Group 
No. of 
Fam. 
Part g. 
%of 
Fam. 
Partg. 
Watching boxing 3 9 .-s-- .T64 
Watching tennis 3 9.5 .I64 -
Watchl.ng svr.Lmnrl.ng and diving 3 v.-5~-.164 
Amateur theatricals 2 5. 7 .164 
Basketba:Il Canoel.ng 2 5 • 7 .l64 2 5.7 .164 
Choruses ~--- 5. 7 -.164 
Clam bakes 2 5. 7 ~~m4 
Collectmg antiques---~ ·~ -z- --- -s-.7 ---.I64 
Collectmg- cnina. 2 - rs;T .164 
Croquet~·--~-~-~~· --·- -z-- 5.7~---;T5ll 
FolK aancing - -- - 2 - s. T - .r:orc 
RIQlilg-{horse )~- ---------z- ~--.T5Ij: 
Salling -~. - ----- ~ 2 5. 7 .~ 
s. E. 
of the 
% 
-
-
s. E. 
of 
Diff. 
..,. 
Diff. 
.in 
% 
..,. 
c. a. 
..,. 
..,. 
Table ~ennis-~. - -- ---z- 5. 7 .164 3 ~-~--.104 ----~-Z33 -5.7 -.163 
Veterans a±'f'airs 2 5. 7 .164 - - - - - -
Watching horse races 2 5.7 .164 1 2.8 .164 .233 2.9 .124 
c.; 
("a, 
1~-'ii 
1., 
•:; 
Table II lists according to frequency of use, the specific recre-
ational activities participated in by two or more of the families. 
It should be noted that there are only two activities in use, and 
these by the non-delL~quent group, that are participated in by 75 per 
cent or more of the families. 
There are seven additional activities, malting a total of ten in 
all that are in use by 50 per cent or more of the families. The highest 
percentage reached by the delinquent group was 48.6. 
Ten additional acti vi t:ii.es, making a total of 19 groups in all, are 
used by 25 per cent or more of the non delinquent group, 1mereas the 
total of families in the delinquent group using 25 per cent or more 
totaled 5. 
This preliminary observation indicates that the great majority of 
families have few interests in common 1vith families and that this major 
participation occurs in a wide range of activities. 
The cnitical ratio betv•reen the two group? was significant at the 
5 per cent level for t he follo~ving activities: 
The 
Moving pictures 
Piclmicking 
Auto riding 
Reading 
Radio dramas 
Swim.rning 
Watching Baseball 
remaining 74 activities were 
).87 
3.14 
).12 
2.97 
2.24 
2.01 
1.99 
insignificant and for the purposes 
of this study fail to illuminate the problem. 
TABLE III 
The comparison of the activities of the classification "Athletic Sports" 
Non Delinquent Group Delinquent Group 
No. of % of s. E. No. of % of s. E. s. E. c. R. 
Fam. Fam. of the Fam. Fam. of the of 
Partg. :eartg. % Partg. Partg. % Diff. 
Sm.mming 21 60 .lOB B 22.33_~~~ ---~----;J.-a5 _ 'f2.02 
Bowlliig 12 35.5 .1)6 2 5. 7 .104 .215 ' 1---;)"6" 
Horseshoes 7 20 .152 .4 II.4~.~:ss- ~ -;220 0.39 
Tennis -s-- 14.3 .156 1J - - - -
Softban 5 14.3 .156 7 20 -~l~-~---;2ro-~--;20 
Golf 3 9.5 .164 0 
Baseball ~-- 3 9.5 .164 1~----~o-.164 -- -.235-- ~-zo--. 
l3asketba!i 2 5. 7 .164 0 Croquet - -- - - Z~ -- -;;;T-- .IOI,. ____ -----a - -
Ridirig {horse) -----~~ 5.7- .164 0 
Table tenniS-- ------ --~- -~T .164 3 9.5 
BadiD3ilton 1 2.8 .164 o - - - ~ 
BlllJ:aras~-~- --- -- ---r--- 2 .B • 164 0 - - - -
mu::idbaJ..r-- ------- -- r -- --z.o .164 o - - - -
\'J 
c.:· 
(It 
Table III indicates that the activities in this classification 
are shown to be used significantly in only one of the fourteen 
comparisons made. 
The evidence indicates t hat aside from swimming all other activi-
ties have, as a rule, approximately the same degree of participation. 
Due to the relatively inexpensive equipment required for parti-
cipation in these sports the choice of family indulgence is a matter 
of special interest, attitude, or convenience. 
TABLE IV 
The comparison of the activities of the class:lfication "Nature and Outing Activities" 
~ Delinquent Group Delinquent ~ 
No. of %of s. E. No. ·of . %.of s. E. s. E. c. R.. 
Fam. Fam. of the Fam. Fam. of the of 
}>artg. Paptg. % Partg. Partg. % Diff. 
Auto Riding 30 86 .063 15 42.9 .1~8 .138 7 3.12 
Picnicking ~5 7!.5 .696 5 14.3 .158 .182 3.14 
II EXcursions 11 31.5 .138 3 . 9.5 .164 .215 1.02 Gardening 8 22.8 .148 4 IT.4 .!58 .217 .524 
Fishing 7 2o .152 I6 28.6 .143 .2o8 - .417 
damping 6 17 .:r .155 1 2.8 .164 .226 t .632 
ITKing---~- - -----1-i- -- -TI.4--~.I58 -CJ-- --- -..;,;- -------- -~~- --.:.---
Ice skating 3 9.5 .164 0 - - - -
Bicycle riding 3 9.5 .164 0 
Canoeing 2 5. 7 .164 0 ~ - - -
Safling 2 5.7 .164 0 - - - -
Coasting 1 2.8 .164 0 - - - -
Hunting I 2.8 .164 o - - - -
Rowing 1 2.8 .164 1 2.8 .164 .233 0 
skiing I 2.8 .164 o 
MOuritam-cTimbilig- ------r 2.8 .-u>4 !J 
c..~ "-.\ 
·-.J 
Table IV of the sixteen activities listed, only auto riding with 
a critical ratio of 3.12 and pickniclcing with a critical ratio of 
3.14 show any significance. 
Inasmuch as the data concerning family income in the two groups 
reveals no appreciable difference it is assu.med that non-participation 
in "nature and outing" activities by the delinquent group can be 
attributed to other factors. 
TABLE V 
The comparison of the activities of the classification "Spectator Sports" 
~ 
' 
Non Delinquent Group 
- -
No. of % of S. E. No. of % of S. E. S. E. c. R. 
Activity Fam. Fam. of the Fam. Fam. of the of 
Reptg. Reptg. - cJ!" Reptg. Reptg. %- :biff. /0 
tiasebaii 20 5'7.4 .III 7 20 .!52 .I87 I.99 
root'Eiaii I5 Iib .I22 _ 8 22.8 .I48 .I9) I.!ii 
SortDa.II 9 25.7 .I45 _ 7 ~m .!52 .2!0 ~.~7I 
1 ~asket6aii 8 22.8 .I48 4 II.4 .I)8 .~7 15.524 
. \1res~Iing 4 II.4 .I56 l5 - - ... -Win~er spor~s 4 1!.4 .I58 0 - - - -ice nocK'ey 4 II.4 .I58 0 
- - - -
'Sox.ing j 9.5 .I54 0 
- - - -Tennis j 9.5 .Ib4 0 
- - - -
swimming, di vi.ng j 9.5 .IO!i 0 
- - - -!lorse racing 2 5.7 .I54 I 2.8 .I54 .2)) 0.~4 
T'rack, rieia I 2.8 .I54 0 
- - - -Goli' I 2.8 .!54 0 
- - - -
There is no significance in the difference in the use of activities in this classification 
other than for watching baseball games. 
Baseball, A.ffierica 1s national pastime, its rules and background familiar to the majority of 
the male populat~on, may account for its popularity. 
,, 
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TABLE VI 
The comparison of the activities of the -classification "Spectator .Activities" 
Non Delinquent Group Delinquent Group 
No. of % of s. E. No. of % of s. E. s. E. c. R. 
Fam. Fam. af the Fam. Fam. of the of 
Reptg. Reptg. %- Reptg. Reptg. . % Diff. 
Moving pictures 31 88."'5 .a56 10" 28.6 .11015 .155 ----:- ):81 
Radio dramas 2tr 57.!~ .m 5 14.3 .158 .}S) 2.~4 
Radfo concerts ' 13 31.1i- .134 __ ,__ 1 2.8 .164 ' .2!2 · · 1.6:r= 
MUsical comedies 10 28.6 .143 I - ---z.-cr- -.1.o~ -~ .-2IT- • 73 
Drama (stage) tl 22.6 .I4Cf ----:-a - - - · -
Television ~~------o~-----r7.1 .13,_----------z----;J;( - ~~1:64 .2~~504 
m:gn~cruos -- - - - -- ------o---- -Tr;r~ ;-133 --u 
Symphony concerts 5 14.3 .158 1 2.8 .164 · .228 o.5d4 
Opera 4 11.4 .158 0 
Bo-6If-ciUI5s ___ -~ 3 9.5- -.T51f----lJ 
Amateur t heatricais 2 · 5.7 .164 0 
Glee cluos~- - - I 2. 8 .164 0 - ... 
Forums 0 - - 1 2.8 .164 
Table VI indicates t hat motion pictures··was one of the most popular activities in the study. 
There was no significance in the difference in the use of activi ties in this classification 
other than for watching motion pictures and listening to radio dr~~as. 
~J 
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TABLE VII 
The comparison of t he activities of the classification "Social Activities" 
Non Delinquent Group Delinquent Group 
Noe .of % of S. E. No. of % of S. E. S. E. C. R. 
Aietivity Faro. Fam. of the Fam. Fam. of the of 
Reptg. Reptg. % Reptg. R.eptg. % Dif.f. 
rraragames-___ 20 57.4 .III 17 48.6 .117 ~162 0.55 
Beach parties 18 51.7 .117 11 )I.s= .138 .182 1.11 . 
Pencil and paper games~ -I(J -- --zs-;6- - .IUJ - --~ 14-;J-~Jer---;2-rz-~().07 
Checkers 9 25.7 .145 8 22.8 .148 .2o8 o.14 
Social dancing 8 22.8 .148 1 2.8 .164 .222 0.~0 
Baroa.cues· --- - -- -lJ -- 2T.O ---;J:n.B 2 5.7 .164 .222 0.77 _ 
Basket- suppers - ---s-- ----u:-.~ .158 0 
Square-aax1c-ilig - - - lj.- - n-;4 -~~ 0 
COrn roasts 3 9.5 .164 0 
Parchess~ --- ---- 3 9.5 .164 0 
cram bakes 2 5. 7 .164 0 
Prog!•ess~ve di.nriers I 2.5 .164 o - - - -
Table VII indicates that activities in t his classification were insignificant for the pur-
poses of t his study. 
It should be pointed out that t he participation by both groups in card games is very high. 
This form of family recreation is inexpensive, requires varying degrees of skill, and the age 
of the different participants is not an i mportant factor. 
_, 
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TABLE VIII 
The comparison of the activities of the classification 11Music, Mental, Drama Participation" 
.. 
~ Delinquent Group Delinquent Group 
Activity No. of % of S. E. No. of % of S. E. S. E. c.R :. 
·Faro. Fa.m. of the Fam. Fam. of the of 
Reptg. R,eptg. % Reptg. Reptg. % Diff. 
Reading 23 65.8 .098 3 9.5 .164 .190 2.96 
PUzzles 15 42.9 .128 4 II.T:.-------.155-- .203 1.55 
!ril'orma! singing 9 25.7 .145 1 2.8 .164 .2o9 1.o6 . _ 
Christmas caroling 6 I7 .I .I55 2 5.7--- -;J.Ofi .226 .504 
llentar-games -- ---s---~4~~-;T38 I 2.8 .164 
Magic 3 9.5 .164 0 - - - -
Movie making 3 9.5 .164 0 - - - -
Folk _ dancmg 2 5. 7 .164 0 
Choruses 2-- - 5'.(-- -;I64 ----~-o 
rmpersonauons-- - --- --r 2.8 .164 o - -
-Forunis u-- ------ - I 2. 8 .164 
~ ·~­N }I 
Table VIII indicates that reading was the the only significant 
activity of the eleven reported. 
Interpretation of this data might be misleading, but comparing 
these results with those made by other investigators, specifically James 
A. Wylie, Survey of 504 Families, the following is noted: 
"It is hardly likely that 71.2 % of the families read the same 
books, articles and other subjects or discuss very frequently their 
views and reactions to this material. What undoubtedly does occur, 
however, is that the family members join together in creating an 
atmosphere where each may enjoy reading at the same time as well as to 
each other. This is nearly, in one sense of the word, as important 
an achievement for family unity as reading the same material. It is 
certainly b£und to be more successful and enjoyable for all members 
concerned." 
But Dr. Wylie has treated the matter subjectively whereas this 
study has been objective tr~oughout, therefore, regardless of the 
implication, the difference between the two groups must be regarded as 
being significant. 
I. James A. Wylie, A Survey of Five Hundred and Four Families To Deter-
mine the Relationsn~ps oetween-rrert~n Factors and the Nature of the 
ramilYJ[ecreat~on Program. 1949. Unpublished Doctorate D~sserrit1on 
Boston University. , 
TABLE IX 
T11e comparison of the activities of the classification "Arts and Crafts" 
Non Delinquent Group 
Activity No. of % of S. E. No. of % of s. E. S. E. C. R. 
Fam. Fam. of the Fam. Fam. of the of 
Reptg. Reptg. % Reptg. Reptg. % Diff. 
~ 
Photography 8 22.8 .148 0 
Cookery 6 17.1 .155 0 
Knitting 5 14.3 .158 0 
Mechanics 3 9.5 .164 0 
Painting 1 2.8 .164 0 
Crochetting 1 2.8 .164 0 
Machine Shop 0 
- -
1 2.8 .164 
Table IX indicates none of the activities included are significant at our level of observation. 
There is little chance that any activity in this classification is valuable to either group 
:f;nvolved. 
~ 
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TABLE X 
. . 
The comparison of the activities of t he classification "Organizational Interests 11 
~ Delinquent Group Delinquent ~ 
No. of % of S. E. No. of % of S. E. s. E. c. R. 
Fam. Fam. of the Fam. Fam. of the of 
Reptg. Reptg. % Reptg. Reptg. % Dif.f. 
Church clubs 8 22.8 .148 3 9.5 .164 .222 .598 
P. T .• A. 6 17.1 .155 3 9.5 .164 .226 .336 
Entertainments 3 9.5 .164 0 
Veterans affairs 2 5.7 .164 0 
Service clubs 1 2.8 .164 0 
Town government 1 2.8 .164 0 
Table X indicates the data available shows no significance between the two groups surveyed. 
-<( 
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TABLE XI 
The comparison of the activities of the classi fication 11Collection of Items" 
·; 
Non Delinquent Group Delinquent Group 
No. of % of S. E. No., .o:C % of s~ E. s. E. c. R. 
Activity Fam. Fam. of the Fam. Fam;, of the of 
Reptg. Reptg. % Reptg. Reptg. % Diff. 
Antiques 2 5.7 .164 0 
China 2 5.7 .164 0 
Coins 1 2.8 .164 0 
Stamps 1 2.8 .164 0 
Dolls & knicknacks 0 
- -
1 2.8 .164 
Table XI indicates that there is no significant difference between the two groups. It must 
be noted that due to the small sample the complete lack of the delinquent group in any for of 
participation in these activities stands out and must be taken into consideration regardless of 
the statistical insignificance. 
~· 
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CHAPTER V 
THE COMPARISON OF FACTORS THAT AFFECT THE FAMILIES PA'1.TICIPATION IN 
RECREATION PROORAMS 
TABLE XII 
-
The comparison of gross family income of the two groups 
Non Delinquent Group Delinquent Group 
- -
No. % Nat. % Diff. in S. E. No. % Diff in S. E. s. E. C. R. 
of of of Fam. % from of of of % from of of 
Fam. Fam. Income Nat. avg. ~ % Fam. Fam. Nat. Avg. % Diff. 
Level 
$ 10 28 31.6 -3.6 .143 
" 5.4 .134 .195 -0.46 Under 3,000 13 37 
3,000 - 4,000 12 34 23.9 ,&10.1 .138 17 49 ,£25.1 .112 .182 -0.82 
t,ooo - 5,ooo 8 23 13.5 /-9.5 .148 4 ll -2.5 .l58 .217 -0.55 $ . 
10.5 
-7.5 .164 -7.5 .164 5,ooo - 6,ooo 1 3 1 3 .233 o.oo 
r 6 8.5 -2.~5 .164 6,000- 7,000 2 0 
- -$ 
6 8.5 -2.5 .164 7,000- 8,000 2 0 
The plus or minus sign indicates the direction of t he diff erence between the delinquent and non 
delinquent groups. 
" ~  
00 
Table XII shovrn that there was no significant difference 
according to income level between the two groups studied. 
The difference in per cent between the two groups studied 
and the national income level was in no way significantly different. 
By observation it is noted that the delinquent group has a 
slightly lower gross family income. 
TABLE XIII 
The comparison of the "Number of -Childrerl' of the two groups 
Non Delinquent Group Delinquent Group 
NO:'" of % of s. E. No. of % or-s. E. s. E. c. R. 
Fam. Fam. of Faro. Fam. of of 
Reptg. Reptg. % Reptg. Reptg. % Diff • 
1 Child 10 28 • 143 . 4 11 .158 .213 o.8o 
2 Children 13 37 .134 7 20 .152 .203 0.84 
20 
4 Children 1 3 .164 10 28 .143 .217 -1.15 
5 Children 2 6 .164 4 11 .158 . • 203 -0·.24 
6 Children 2 6 .164 1 3 .164 .233 0.13 
CJ , 
Table XIII indicates that there is a greater percentage of 
the non-delinquent group having one or two children. In families 
ranging from three to five children the majority is in favor of 
the delinquent group. When the category of six children is reached 
the percentage is again in favor of the non-delinquent group. 
The critical ratio show·s no statistical significance between 
the two groups, hovrever, SlawsoJ. found that 
"the presence of a slight positive association between 
size of family a11d juvenile delinquency is indicated by 
the fact that there is a slight excess of the number of 
children in the families of delinquent boys as compared 
with non delinquent boys." 
Sullenger2 in his Omaha study reports 54 per cent of the delin-
quents were members of families of five or more children and as a 
result of his findings concluded that there was a close correlation 
between the size of the family and delinquency. 
Since the literature presents such positive evidence that 
there is a relationship between size of family and juvenile 
delinquency it is assumed that in this sample the non-delinquent 
group containing the caregory of six children is due to chance. 
With this point in view the investigator concludes that there is a 
positive correlation between the number of children in the family 
and juvenile delinquency. 
1. John Slavffion, The Delinquent Boy. Boston: Richard c. Badger, 
1926, P• 439. - -
2. T. Earl Sullenger, op. ~., p. 186. 
~I 
TABLE XIV 
Comparison of "Education of PaDents 11 of the two groups. 
Non Delinquent Group DelL~quent Group 
ro: of % of s. E. No. of % or--"s. E. S. E. C. R. 
Fam. Earn. of Fam. Fam. of of 
Reptg. Reptg. % Reptg. Reptg. % Diff. 
Grarmnar 11 31 .138 14 39 .130 .190 -.421 
High School 18 52 .119 18 52 .117 .167 0 
College 5 14 .158 1 3 .164 .228 .480 
Vocational school 1 3 .164 2 6 .164 .233 -.134 
Table XIV indicates that t here is no significant difference betvffien the tvro groups 
surveyed. 
The non-delinquent parent group had a slightly higher average education. The non-
delinquent group showed 5 college graduates as compared to only one in the delinquent 
group. 
C/1 
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TABLE XV 
The comparison of "Parents Occupations" of the two groups 
Non Delinquent G~oup Delinquent Group 
RO:' Qf %of ~- No. of % or-s. E. s. E. Fam. Fam. of Faro. Fam. of of 
Reptg. Reptg. % Reptg. Reptg. % Diff. 
Non skilled 7 28 .152 11 36 .138 .205 
Average skill 5 16 .158 5 16 .158 .224 
White collar 10 32 .143 5 16 .158 .213 
Highly skilled 9 29 .145 10 32 .143 .203 
Both parents work 4 12 .158 7 20 .152 .220 
c. R. 
-o.35 
o.oo 
0.75 
- 0.15 
- 0.36 
C/1 
~ 
Table XV indicates that there were no significant differences 
between the two groups studied. 
It is evident that where both parents are employed full time 
there is a slightly higher degree of delinquency. This can be 
attributed to insufficient time on the part of the parents to 
devote to recreational and family activities. 
Relatively little information is available as to the influence 
of employment of mothers on delinquency and what there is indicates 
that it has slight if any influence on delinquency except in 
specific cases.1 
1. White House Conference on Child Health and Protection. 
31:'3 354 ~· ~-, PP• -;; - • 
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TABLE XVI 
The relationship of the broken ~ of the two groups 
~ Delinquent Group Delinquent Group 
No. of % of S. E. No. of % of S. E. S. E. C. R. 
Fa.m. Fam. of Faro. Fam. of of 
--Reptg. Reptg. % Reptg. Reptg. % Diff. 
Both parents living with 
family group 33 94 .o41 23 66 .098 .105 2.67 
Father deceased 1 3 .164 5 14 .158 .228 -0.48 
Mother deceased 1 3 .164 2 6 .164 .233 -0.13 
Parents separated 0 
- - 5 14 .158 
II =#== 
CJ1 'J·1 
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Table XVI indicates, qy the critical ratio of 2.62, the signi-
ficance of both parents living with the family group has on keeping 
the family together. 
Kvaraceus1 states 
"Since there is general agreement that child life is 
most wholesome in families where both parents are at home 
to provide guidance, direction and affection for children, 
with rapport between mother and father, it is logical to 
suspect that t he reverse is also true. A child is likely 
to have deficient parental care when the family is broken 
through the absence of one or both parents, especially if 
the breakdown in family life has occurred through divorce, 
separation or desertion as an aftermath of conflict." 
I. William c. Kvaraceus, op. ~., P• 72. 
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TABLE XVII 
The comparison of "Types of Restrictio~s 11 in t he recreational program of the two groups 
~ 
Non Delinquent Group Delinquent Group 
Ans. % S. E. Ails. % S. E. S. E. Diff. c. R. 
Type of Restriction Neg. Neg. % Neg. Neg. % Diff. in %. 
Lack of knowledge of a specific 
skill? 35 100 0 19 54 .114 .114 46 4.03 
Insufficient income? Too costly? 30 86 .063 13 37 .134 .147 49 3.34 
Not avai lable nearby? 34 97 .092 29 83 .069 .ll3 14 1.23 
Did not learn vVhile young enough? 35 100 0 25 72 .089 .089 28 3.15 
Insufficient time to participate? 24 69 .095 10 28 .143 .170 41 2.41 
Parental disapproval in childhood? 35 100 0 32 91 • oSl .oSl .. 9 1.77 
CJ• 
"\! 
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Table XVII indicates that in all the types of restrictions 
there was a significant difference at the five per cent level 
except in the classes "not available" and "parental disapproval in 
childhood. If 
The investigator questions the sincerity of the delinquent data 
w.i. th regard to care gory "lack of knowledge of a specific skill", as 
the majority of the activities listed require little or no skill 
in participation. 
Both groups reported nearly one hundred per cent negative with 
regard to the question . "not available nearby" indicating that they 
have a knowledge of the recreational facilities available. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
CHAPTER VI 
SlJlill!ARY, CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF TI-lE STUDY 
s~ 
Families of 35 juvenile delinquents and 35 non delinquent 
children comprise the sample in this study. All f amilies surveyed 
are from the town of Stratford, Cmmecticut. 
The personal data together with the tabulation of recreational 
acti vities of the two groups were obtained by use of the question-
naire and personal interview method. Tnese data have been compared 
stati stically at the 11 five per cent level of significance". 
The purpose of this study was (1) to determine if there are 
any relationships between t he frequency and t ypes of f amily recrea-
tion ~~d the incidence of juvenile delinquency in the town of 
Stratford, Connecticut; (2) to determine the recreational practices· 
currently in use by family groups. 
At the corrrpletion of the survey an analysis of the data indicates 
t he following to be the findings: 
I Relationships between t he frequency and t he types of f~nily 
recreation and t he incidence of j uvenile delinquency. 
1. The high critical r atios established for t he family 
recreational practices indicate t hat a cohesive family group is one 
of the necessary criteria for the elimination of juvenile delinquency. 
2. The group classificati ons of recreati onal activities 
sho\ving a positive s ignifica~ce at the five per cent level of 
confidence are as follows: 
Activity classification 
l. Music, Mental, Drama Participation 
2. Spectator Activities 
3. Nature and Outing A.ctivi ties 
4. Spectator Sports (watching 
5. Social Activities ·· · 
6. Sports participation 
7. Arts and Crafts 
Critical Ratio 
4.94 
3·3 
3.1 
2.93 
2.63 
2.48 
2.07 
3. The activities showing a significant difference between the 
t wo groups at the five per cent level of confidence are 
Activity Critical Ratio 
1. Moving Pictures 3.87 
2. Picnicking \ f '"4: ·~ 4o L. 3.14 
3· Auto Riding 3.12 
4. Reading 2.97 
5. Radio Dra:inas . . 2.24 
6 • . Svd.nnning -··· .. 2.02 
7. Watching Baseball 1.99 
4. The types of restrictions showing a significant difference 
in the recreational practices of the two groups are 
Type of Restriction 
1. Lack of knowledge of a specific skill 
2. Insufficient income. Too costly 
3. Did not learn while young enough 
4. Insufficient time to participate 
Critical Ratio 
4.03 
3.34 
3.15 
2.41 
-------
I 
I 
II 
J:.. A study of the percentage of normal families and t heir 
participation in family recreational activities indicate t hat the 
sample is not significantly different from the figures established 
by Wylie1 in his nation wide survey. 
2. The rank according to frequency of participation of various 
types of f arc.ily recreational activities is as follows. 
1. Nature and Outing Activi ties 
2. Spectator Activities 
3. Social Activities 
4. Parti cipation in Music, Mental and Drama Activities 
5. Spectator Sports (watching) 
6. Parti cipation in Sports and Games 
?. Arts and Crafts 
8. Organizational Interests 
9. The Collection of Items 
3. Nine activities were used in a recreational capacity by 
50 per cent or more of the 35 families in the non-delin~tent grous. 
4. The forms of activities most frequently used are not 
requiring great skill or preliminary organization. 
5. The data indicates that activities controlled by tradition 
and custom rather t han those requiring self initiative are more 
popular. 
1. James A. Yfylie, op. cit. 
t :.:-
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6. The gross family income of the delinquent group was slightly 
lower but not enough to show a statistical difference. 
7. There was no significant difference in the education of 
the parents of t he two groups except that there were 5 college 
graduates in the non-delinquent group as compared to 1 in the 
delinquent group. 
8. The delinquent group indicated in seven family reports 
that both parents worked as compared to four in the non-delinquent. 
9. Both parents living with the family group showed a statis-
tical significance qy a critical ratio of 2.67. 
.. 
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Concl'l;tsions 
1. There is statistically significant evidence t hat participa-
tion in family recreational activities is an essential factor in 
preventing ~ juvenile delinquency. 
2. Recreation in the home and by the family group is so vital 
a need t hat the school, church and all recreation agencies share 
in t he responsibility for its further development. 
). The broken home is a significant factor in juvenile 
deli nquency- as proven by the high cri tical ratio established in 
t his study. Therefore, everj~hing possible should be done to 
prevent the aJ,ar.ming number of family breakdowns that are taking 
place today. 
4. The attitude of the delinquent group toward t he restrictions 
posed for recreation appear to be t hat t hey feel their incomE·.· 
is too low for adequate participation with t heir children. 
Actually their incomes differ only slightly from those of the non 
delinquent group and t heir argument is without substantiation. 
5. Using the difference between occupation, education and 
income as criteria in this survey it was found that there was no 
statistical significance at the five per cent level. Yet by observa-
tion the delinquent group had a slightly lower income, less education 
and more workers in the unsldlled and semi-skilled occupations. 
Limitations 
1. Due to factors beyond the control of the investigator the 
number of interviewed families having rtlelinquent11 children was 
limited to those reported to official sources during one year, 
1948-1949. Therefore, individual sociological factors peculiar 
to that single year had some effect on t his study. 
2. Because of t he relatively few cases t his study is limited, 
and any conclusions that are drawn are applicable in so far as the 
cases studied are representative. 
v'6 5 
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APPENDIX 
• 
THE RECREATION OF THE FAMILY 
The phrase, "The family that plays together stays together" has lead to the 
thought that perhaps a careful and thorough study or family recreation and leisure 
time might offer much by suggesting ways of building, strengthening and unifying 
the family. 
The questionnaire that follows is designed to determine: 
1. The recreational practices currently in use by individuals and family 
groups. 
2. The extent of the use of these family and individual recreat~onal 
practices. 
3. The specific act-ivities that are participated in at the home. 
DIRECTIONS AND DEFINITIONS FOR ANSWERING THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Please read the questionnaire through before answering any statements. This will 
give a general idea of the scope and form of the inquiry. It is essential that every 
item for which there is a space provided be answered in the following manner: 
71_ 
.1. Under "Family Use" place a .J after the activity in the column provided if' two 
or more msmbers of the family, one of whom must be a parent or adult, participate 
together in the activity at the same time. 
2. Under "Individual Use" place a .J after the activity in the column provided 
if only one member of the family participates in the activi~y at a given time. 
3. Leave the check box blank if the activity is not used by either the famil~ 
or by the individuals. 
4. Under "Extent of Us!" please use the following key and check in the approporiate 
column: 1f 
"D" Implies the activity is used almost daily. (Five or more times a week) 
"~ One or more times a week, but not daily. 
"M" Two or more times a month, but not weekly. 
"0" Occasional or infrequent use, but not monthly. 
The above key applies to activities during their usual normal season. (Example: If 
one sw1mms five times a week during the normal outdoor swimming season, and not at all 
during the winter, it is still considered as daily participation in swimming.) 
5. Under "Home Use" place a J opposite the activity if the participation takes 
place at the residence of' the family group. Home is intended to include all the 
areas immediately adjacent to the house and also any special seasonal residence. 
6. Where "Write-ins" are made possible list any activity of the general type 
described by the heading of the group. For "Write-ins" give the same inform-
ation as f'or the activities listed. 
7. Recreation -- the term is intended to include all voluntary leisure time 
participation in activities or skills. 
8. Activity -- the term is defined as a skill or interest in whi~h one· can 
participate either actively or as a spectator. 
If' you are interested in the results obtained by this questionnaire a digest will 
be mailed to you at a later date. Please make the request for this digest by separate 
postcard and give y.our name and address • 
Please return this questionnaire to: 
James A. Wylie, Associate Professor of Physical Education 
Boston University College of Physical Education for Women: Sargent 
6 Everett Street 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 
Group I - SPORTS 
f ~ !c Extent ,.., ~ . ~ "'"'~ , of Activity '0' " u ~., se 
,_. D._ w IM 0 
1. Badm_!nton ' 
2. Baseball 
3. Basketball 
4:. Billiards 
5. Bowling 
6. CroQuet 
7. Golf 
s. Handball 
9. Horseshoes 
10. Riding (Horse) 
11. Softball 
12. Table Tennis 
13. Tennis 
14. Swimmin_g 
15. Volla_y_ball 
16. 
17. 
18. 
Group II - NATURE AND OUTING ACTIVITIES 
-
~ J ~~ lOti; ~ :ff~ Extent 
:... ro of 
""' ACtivi tz 'tl'~ use s::: 
r:.:; "-1~ D I'N Ml( 
1. Auto Hiding 
2. Bicycle Riding 
3. Campi~ 
4:. Coasting 
5. Canoeing 
6. Excursions 
7. Fishing 
B. Hiking 
9. Hunting 
10. Gardening 
11. Ice Skating 
12. Ice Fishing 
13. Rowing 
14:. Skiii'lg 
15. Mt. Climbing 
16. Picnicking 
1? 0 Nature Study 
18. Sailing 
19 .. 
20 .. 
l 
Group III - SPECTA'IOR SPORTS 
'i§l Extent 
'0' ~' ~;:~ of 
""1...,'0' Use Activitx fj'tl'fl! ~-!] 
.... D w M 0 
1. Baseball 
2. Basketball 
3. Boxing 
4:. Football 
5. Golf 
6. Ice Hockey 
7. Soccer 
s. Softball 
9. Swimmin~ Divi~ 
10. Track &. Field 
11_._ Tennis 
12. Winter Sports 
13. Wrestling 
14:. Horse Racing 
15. Dog Racing 
ll6 .. 
117. 
1!_8. 
Group IV - SPECTATCR ACTIVITIES: Drama 
Music, ~· 
Activity 
1 "Roo'lr ~1 1he 
2_,. Drama ( s taa:e) 
3. Glee Clubs 
4. Forwns 
5. Musical Comedies 
6. Moving Pictures 
7. 0_12era 
B. Redio Concerts 
9. Radio Dramas 
10. Sy_mohonx Concerts 
11. Ni.ght Clubs 
12. Amateur Theatricals 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16 .. 
ll7 _._ 
18. 
fl~9~·~------------------~-+-+-fl- .. ·~~~ 20. 
Group V - SOCIAL ACTIVITIES : Family Group 
Alone and with Others Group VII - ARTS AND CRAFTS~ 
0 
~ 
4/:f. Extent :::1~ 
of ,.,~ qy 
t;..'t::! Use Activicy '§ ~f) ~~· D W M 0 
r "l. Barbecues 
..-. Basket Suppers 
~3. Beach Parties 
-4. Card Games 
5. Clam Be.kes 
Oa Corn Roasts 
7. Pro~ressive Games 
s. Progr~ssive Dinners 
9. Pencil and Paper Gamel 
lOa Ta.hle Games 
a. Checkers 
b. Parehessi 
J IIJI:fi .g~ Extent ~~"' of ~"0 Activity g 't:l: Use 'J&,,!jon~ruh 
J.. .tSJ.OCJC l:'r lll t l.!l~ 
2. Carving 
3. Cookery 
4. Drawing 
5. Knitting 
6. Leathercraft 
7. :tiechanics 
s. Model Aircra:ft 
9. Painting 
10. Papereraft 
Ill. Photo~raphv 
12. Sketching 
13. 
c. 
d. 
11. Dancing 
14. 
15. 
a• Social 
b. Square 
~. 
113. 
114. 
Group VIII - ORQ!NIZATIONAL INTERESTS: 
i' 
I ~e 3t:i!; 
Group VI - MUSIC MENTAL DRAN~ PARTICIPATION: I I ·-
I tb I r-i~ ~ ~ actent 
... "0~ EXtent r· ~"' of Activity 'i/;'1 't::! u v 11 se ~ Q 10 H 1:::5 rn rw IM 10 
1. Boy or Girl Scouts 
2. Church Clubs 
q~~ of 
t;.. "' 
Activi tl § -r-4 -o Use "'w ~ ~~ D W M b 
1. Action SOIUI:S 
2. Choruses 
3. Christmas Carolin~ 
'· 
Instrument 
5. Informal Singing 
6. Charades 
?. Impersonations 
s. Movie Makin~ 
9. Folk Dancin~ 
3. Entertainments 
4. Leadership of Clubs 
5. Recreational Leader-
shin 
6. Red Cross Work 
7. Social Service work 
s. Service Clube 
_9. TOwn Gove~nmen t 
10. Veterans Affairs 
11. 
12. 
11.3. 
10. Creative Writing 
liT. Study Groups 
12. Forums Group IX - COLLECTING: 
13. Puzzles 
[£4. Magic 
•• Mental Games 16. Reading 
17__. 
18. 
19. 
20. I 
f 
I 
I r-i 9 ~· l:f/ 
Extent '0• .... ~~ - «< of t;.. ~1 ..-f"' .Activity l 't::! «> Use 
"'&::ro 
'"' 1-1 1:::5 D w IM 0 
1. Antiques 
2. Autographs 
3_~ Buttons 
4. G.hin e 
5. Coins 
·-~~ 1l_'"'tim.n s 
i-.. ~ i ..... 
J • -
PERSONAL DATA 
The questions on this page may seem to be very personal in nature. Should this be 
of concern to you, please answer ~questions ~ leave your ~ ~ address blank. 
Thi~ persor..~:~.l data is necessary to determine the extent of family participation in 
recreational ac t ivities as it may be influenced by family size, income, educational 
background, previous employment experience, etc. 
(Name - Entirely Optional) 
City State 
Family Membership: Place the number in 
the proper column. 
Male Female 
Under 1 year 
1 to 3 years 
4 to 6 yeers 
7 to 9 years 
10 to 12 years 
13 to 15 years 
16 to 18 ye~rs 
Away at school 
or coll~e (Give age) 
~uest1onnaire answered by: 
Husband 
Wife -----
Family ____ _ 
Husband Wife 
ll\B_e 
College (or school) 
Major SuE_J_ect 
Occ__!lD_a tion 
Past dcc__u.n_a_tion 
Living with the 
Family grou~? 
College Degree 
(if any) 
Hours daily travel 
to and from work. 
Adults at Home 
Do you feel. that the recreational practices of 
Gross Family Income: (Use I ) your family are all you could d~sire? _____ _ If no, why? _________________________________ __ 
Under ~ 3_._000 
$3,000 to $4,000 
$4,000 to _j_5_._000 
$5,000 to $6.000 
? 6,000 tQ $7,000 
~?,000 to $8.000 
$8,000 to .jp lO..LOOO 
Over _1_10_,_000 
Is any member of the fBIIlily physically handicapped as to prevent wide participation 
in recreational activities? If yes, whom? ~~liter Nature or Handicap ____ __ 
Parent -
Is the fami l y seriously restricted in its re<U'..e.a.tional nro&rram because~ :..- : 
1. Lack ot Knowledge of a specific skill? Yes 1\Jn 
2. Insufficient ~ncome? Too costly? 
3. Not available nearby? 
4. Did not learn while young enough? 
5. Insufficient time to participate~ 
6. Parental disapproval in childhood? 
7. Other 
Is there any recreational experience you would particularly 
have that they are now nov1 experiencing? H' yes, what?~--~"""':"---"'"':"~~:--~ 
Does your family have any recreational ~nterest or activity that you feel has 
like your family to 
... 
~ 
contributed eRpecially wall to the unification of your family? ___ If yc ~~, whet?-----
I 
l 
j 
